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Modification of the Notifications

1. The Ceylon delegation has requested that the additional coverage it sought
in the notification to the CONTRACTING PARTIES as set out in the "Brief" that
accompanied L/1060 be amended by the substitution of the twelve items set out in
Table A annexed hereto, in place of the three items given in that application.

2. Import statistics are given in Tables B and C.
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LEGEND TO TARIFF NUMBERS

652- 01 canvas and terry

gray - unbleached

653- 01 "Silk (including anyadmixturesthereofwherethe natural
silk and artificial silk content is less than 50%
by weight) fabrics

.01 Broad stuff Hand loom )
) Bound to China 60% P, 65%G.

.02 Broad stuff Mill made )

Linen hemp and Ramie fabrics
.01 Linen fabrics ............. Bound to Czech. 25% G + 10%

surcharge

656 - 09 Made-up articles of textiles materials, NES

,01 "Cotton made-up articles, NES" ... 656 - 09 .01
Bound to US - 15% G

.03 "Silk or satin (including any
admixtures thereof, where the
natural and/or artificial silk
content is not less than 50%
by weight) made-up articles, NES" ..656 - 09 .03
Not bound

.99 "Made-up articles of textile materials,
other ........................ 656 - 09 .99
Bound to China, France & US - 30% P, 40% G.

841 -05Outerwear otherthanknitted

.01 Manufacturers of silk and sateen (including any

admixture thereof where the natural and/or artificial
silk content is not less than 50% by weight) - sarees

.02 .Manufactures of silk and sateen (including any
admixture thereof where the natural and/or artificial
silk content is not less than 50( by weight) - sarongs

.03 Manufacturess of artificial silk ana synthetic fibre
(including any admixture thereof where the artificial
silk content is not less than 50% by weight NES) - shrees

,19 Manufactures of cotton - other outerwear other
than garments, camboys, sarees, and sarongs and
other than knitted.
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TABLE A

ARTICLE XVIII - CEYLON

1958 1959 REMARKS
652 - 01 Not bound

652 -02 652 - 02 .05 652 - 02 .05 is bound
.01 to US.
.02 13 grades of piece- Release granted at thirteenth
.03 goods excluded from session subject to
.04 the release exclusion of thirteen grades
.05
.99

653 - .01 Bound to China - 60% P,
65% G

.02 do.

653 - 03 .01 Bound to Czechoslovakia
25% gen+ 10% surcharge

653 -05 653 - 05 653 - 05 is bound to
13 grades of piece- France, US & Italy.
goods excluded from Release granted at thirteenth
the release session subject to ex-

clusion of thirteen grades

841 -05 .04 841 -05 .01 Not bound
.10 .02 do.
.11 .03 do.,
.12
.13
.14
.15 .19 do;.

.20

.21

.22
,23

656 -09 .01 Bound to US - 15%G
.03 Not bound
.99 Bound to China., France

& US - 30%P, 40% G
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ARTICLE XVIII - CEYLON

(IMPORTS IN THOUSAND YARDS)

(:000 yds)

TARIFF 1956 1957 1958 1959"

652 - 01 2449 1596 1671 1195
653 -01 .01 15 37 10 0

.02 36 16 41 118

653 - 03 .01 56 23 22 12

841 - 05 .01 13 35 25 23
.02 85 3 17 9
.03 609 704 1048 1105
.19 4683 4096 4388 2303

8046 6510 7722 4765

- Based on customs returns to end August 1959.? Estimated
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TABLE C

ARTICLE XVIII - CEYLON

Fents
Fents are cut lengths of piece goods. Not exceeding 4 yards in length.

Fents are classified by the Ceylon customs under "made-up articles of
textiles materials N.E.S."

Tariff group 656 - 09

There are six divisions of this tariff group.
Ceylon is only concerned with three:
1. "Cotton made-up articles, NES" ... 656 - 09 .01 - Bound to US.- 15% G

2. "Silk or satin (including any
admixtures thereof, where the
natural and/or artificial silk
content is not less than 50% by
weight) made-up articles. NES"... 656- 09-03-

3. "Made-up articles of textile materials,
other' .................. 656 - 09 ,99

Not bound

- Bound to China
France & US
30% P,40% G

Statistics of imports Import figures are given
in dozen pieces. The following table allows an
average of 3 yards per piece, or 36 yards per dozen.

('000)

656 - 09

.01 .03 .99
Yds

1956 8,565

1957

1958

1959"

Rs
1,016

Yds
37

Rs
11

Yds
178

Rs
110

2,433 475 0 0 140 65

1,356 306 0 0 31 19

745 175 1 2 0 5

? Estimated - On imports to end August.


